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A. DESCRIPTION OP RESOURCE OPERATIONS AND PROGRESS 

The past year has been marked by an expansi on both of our 
community of clients and of the amount of time they spent 
using the GRIP systm. we served a total of twelve groups of 
chemists during 1977, eight of which were new users. Only 
three of our past users did not return during 1977, and ve 
expect two of these to return in the coming year. 

we are building a comprehensive and effective interactive 
computer resource for seeinq, manually manipulating, and 
computationally modifying mathematical models of complex 
molecules. We believe that our present resource has been 
shown to be as co~plete and useful as any in existence; we 
are aware of many inadequacies and needs. 

6 

Fundamental to our approach are the following objectives: 

The GRIP system is designed to help chemists get results 
from their research, and its success is measured only by 
theirs. 

GRIP is designed to belp the chemist visualize bis 
molecules, bis density roaps, etc., so that he can use 
his knowledge to guide computation processes. That is, 
it is an aid to, not a surrogate for, human thinking and 
manipulation. Hence a strong emphasis on human factors 
research and on human engineering of the system. 

GRIP is designed to serve many users, not one or tvo, so 
it must include an armory of alternative tools and 
techniques. 

GRIP is designed to interface smoothly with any batch 
computations its users must do, and to incorporate 
on-line facilities for all com~utations that can 
reasonably be done "vhile you wait." 
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ve as corrpute~ scientists are inte~ested in GilP as a 
test-bed fo~ research in man-machine systems design, in 
man-machine interaction, and in the design of 
dist~ibuted computing systems. 

A corolla~y of these objectives is that ve are heavily 
dependent on obse~vation of and feedbck f~om real users 
attempting to solve ~eal p~oblems. Renee vhen cuts were 
necessary, WE bave he~etofore cut development in order to 
keep on getting user experience. 

we cu~rently offer the facility, and such help as ve can 
give, free of cha~ge to any chemist: 

vho has a scientifically inte~esting p~oblem, as 
assessed by ou~ Resource Adviso~y Committee, 

vhose vo~k is at a stage whe~e ou~ facility might be 
useful, 

vho is willing to commit his time, travel money, and 
effort to a serious use of the facility, and 

vho is willing to give us written and oral feedback from 
his experience. 

Ve have extended this offer publicly at the Columbia 
workshop on ftolecular Graphics (June, 1976), at the South 
Atlantic Protein Crystallography Workshop (April, 1977), and 
by word-of-mouth at other occasions. So far, we have bad as 
many users as we have been able to handle. 

our users are almost exclusively working on the 
structures of molecules of considerable biochemical 
interest: proteins and nucleic acids. We aim to advance 
health-oriented biochemical research by enhancing the 
productivity of individual reseachers through better tools. 

Figure 1 shows the current organization of the GBIP 
project. At present, "r. Leonarz is not only ~naging the 
Graphics Laboratory but also serving part time as the Acting 
Resource Director. In this capacity, he arranges a11 client 
service and supervises the graduate assistant team that 
furnishes it. The project continues to need a full-time 
person skilled in computers and biochemistry for that role. 
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A substantial part of our development effort during 1977 
and all project tasks vhich were brought to corrpletion 
during the past year vere concerned with making our pilot 
version of GRIP more useful to our clients and tightening 
our control over the system i~plementation. 

Other GBI£ development vork currently under way is 
directed toward the addition of functions which will make 
our system usefu l over a vider range of the rrolecular 
biology application and tovard a better understanding of the 
perception and manip ulation of three-dimensional objects by 
means of computer graphics. This development vork vill be 
tested in GRIP-75, and it vill becow~ part of our next 
generation system, GRIP- 80 . We are currently identifying 
the system requirements f or GRIP-80. 

This vork is described in Section Ii. 

The increased number of GRIP users this year yielded a 
vide variety of experiences. Their research represents a 
range of macromolecule crystallography from crude maps with 
no trial structure to refinement and study of ad•anced 
models. A list of the users is given later in this section, 
and sketches of their vork are given in Section IV. During 
1977 we noted alrrost as rrany distinct st rategies for fitting 
~olecules to maps as ve had user groups. This demonstrates 
that a molecular graphics resource system must offer a vide 
choice of facilities for display, perception, and 
manipulation of models and electron density data if it is to 
service many users effectively. 

~ost of our users were quite successful, achieving some 
or all of their goals. Some vere dramatically successful 
such as ~rs. Liu vho constructed a model of 324 residues in 
just 13 days. The most serious failure vas experienced by 
cr . Delbaere and ftr. Brayer, colleagues of Prof. ft. James of 
the Oniversity of Alberta . so ve learned the most from 
their 'l'isit. lie tried a nev model-builder on them; it vas 
clear ly not ready for use, producing an initial 
configuration too far from t he real one to be manually 
repaired in the tiwe a'l'ailable. 

9 
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The nev technical issues raised by the Oelbaere and 
Brayer experience has to do vith when, hov, and under vhat 
control, depart ures from ideal geometry are to be allowed 
into the molecular model being fit to a density ~ap. 
Because tbe valence bonds of a real molecule are under 
stress and bEcause of experimental error, the qeo~try of 
the molecular ~odel vhich is the result of a fitting process 
is expected to depart slightly from ideal. Different users 
want to inject these discrepancies at different stages in 
the fitting process and by different means. The geometry of 
the trial model ve built as the starting point for this 
group vas far from ideal. Even more iRportantly this 
geometry differed from ideal in vays to vhich the users vere 
not accustomed. This experience supports our thesis that a 
widely-used system must accommodate the several preferred 
methodologies of all potential users. 

We append letter reports written by our several visiting 
users since our last report. They indicate a great deal 
about the lessons to be learned from such collaborative 
research. 

The Department of Computer Science owns a block of core 
memory vhich is installed in the S/360 model 75 at the ONC 
Computation center. This memory is shared by GRIP, OCCAft (a 
character string editor) , and a number of other application 
programs. In July 1977 this block of memory vas enlarged 
from 374 K to 630 K bytes, making possible simultaneous 
service to a GRIP user and up to four OCCA! users. As a 
result ve no longer limit GRIP users to a fev arbitrary time 
slots of each day but nov take their reservations for 
sessions of any length beginning at ti~es convenient to 
them. This has greatly simplified the scheduling of GRIP 
usage and has enabled our users to vork ~ore efficiently . 

We have also made a number of additions and refinements 
to the GRIP syste~ and its supporting utility programs to 
imfrove system reliability and conYenience to the user. 
1hese are described in Section IV. 

10 
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our chief training actiwity is teaching our clients to 
use GRIP. This is an integral part of the ser•ice we offer 
all visiting users, and it is a major consumer of our human 
resources. we believe it is essential to the effective use 
of our systen. 

The GRIP ~roject has played an important part in the 
educational program of 17 graduate students in the 
Department of Computer Science. Of these nine are members 
of the systerr operation and development teams at present. 

Doring 1977, GBIP vas also used by the Depart~ent of 
Biochemistry in tvo graduate-level courses and by the 
Department of Computer Science as an exarrple of an 
interactive computer graphics system for several classes. 

ftost of the hardware used to irrpleroent GRIP-75 vas owned 
ty the Department at the beginning of the project. The 
salaries of our student research assistants, charges for our 
use of the host computer, and maintenance of our hardware 
were paid from this grant. Or. Brooks received half his 
salary during June and July 1977, or. Parnas received one 
quarter of his 1977 summer salary, and ftr. Leonarz received 
half of his salary during 1977 from the same !IB grant. The 
services of Or. w. V. Wright were made available onder a 
joint study agreement with the International Business 
"acbines Corporation, vhich was renewed in December , 1977, 
for the 1978 calendar year. 

NIH's BRB originally stressed to us the importance of 
getting a usable, useful, and used system as quickly as 
possible and demonstrating chemically significant results. 
This has been done. The natural next steps are the 
construction of a product-quality, second-generation system 
and the estatlishment of a ser•ice-oriented multi-user 
facility. We have the experience, the team talents, and tbe 
user guidancE to build such a major molecular graphics 
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research resource. To accomplish this ve must have 
committed NIH support over the next three years at a level 
adequate to hold our team together, to continue our 
collaboration vith GRIP users and to purchase nev hardvare 
vhich is morE typical of the resources that NIB is currently 
placing in biochemistry laboratories . The real, tangible 
and usable rEsults to biochemistry may vell exceed, however, 
those from all of the millions heretofore spent on molecular 
graphics. The planned systems are not flashy or esoteric; 
they vill, however, be carefully designed, ~~~oriented, 
and constructed to professional standards of quality. The 
probability of success is very high. 

The plans are set forth in some detail in our renewal 
application of ftay, 1976, in the tvo supplements to it, in 
our supplementary application of April, 1977, and in our 
request for supplementary funds on Januay 3, 1978. We will 
not repeat them here. Basically they provide for an 
economical and exportable system providing facilities like 
those of GRIP-75. 

B. SUftft~RY OP ~ESOORCE OSAGE 

Table I identifies the twelve service projects vbich made 
use of the GRIP system during 1977. The first line of each 
project identification gives tbe last narre of the principal 
investigator and the chemical substances(s) investigated. 
This project title is used to correlate the information in 
this table with the details of computer usage given in Table 
II and the narrative description of these service projects 
in Sect ion IV. 

Tables II and III summarize the computer osage for all 
projects carried out under this grant. Computer usage by 
each service project for data preparation, data storage, and 
interactive sessions is given in Table II. The computer 
resources required for the entire project are given in Table 
III. The batch computing time in these tables is reported 
as the number of minutes that were or would have been 
required on a s;J70 model 165, the fastest of four computers 
available to us at the OMC co~potation Center. Because our 
PDP 11 is alvays connected to the S/360 host throughout an 
interactive session, dedicated computer hours and 
time-sharing connect hours are the same. An analysis of 19 
sessions sho wed that about three minutes of host CPO time 
are required for each session hour. This ratio vas used to 
calculate the host CPU time for each service project. Host 
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core memory utilization vas also calculated from the total 
connect time for each project because 374 K bytes of core 
are allocated to GRIP throuqhtout the session. 

13 
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1. Aroma -- teer Hemoglobin 
Investigator: Elmer L. Amma 
Department: Chemistry 

University of South carolina 
Grant: HL-15158 

2. Davies -- Acid protease 
Investigator : David R. Davies 
Department : nolecular Biology, NIH 
Grant: NIH Internal Project 

3. Hendrickson -- nyohemerythrin 
Investigator: Wayne A. Hendrickson 
Department: Lab for Structure of Batter 

Naval Resesearch Lab 
Grant: NRL Internal Project 

4. Hermans -- Neurotoxin;Rubredoxin 
Investigator: Jan Hermans 
Department: Biochemistry 

University of North Carolina 
Grant: PC" 74-21633 

5. James -- Alpha- lytic Protese 
Investigator: "ichael James 
Department: Biochemistry, University of Alberta 
Grant: "edical Fesearch Council 

of Canada 55-42289 

6. Jensen -- nethemerythrin 
Investigator: Lyle H. Jensen 
Department: Biological structure 

School of ftedicine 
University of Washington 

Grart: NIH AP!-D3288 

7 . Kim-- Phenylalanine tRNA 
Investigator: Sung-Hou ~im 
Department: Biochemistry , Duke University 
Grar.ts: NIR CA-15802 

NSF GB-40814 

8 . Lov -- Erabutoxin b 
Investigator: 
Department : 
Grar.ts: 
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Barbara 11. Lov 
Biochemistry, Columbia 
NIH NS-07747 
NSF B"S-73-0 1430 

University 
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9. Richardson -- Superolide Dismutase 
InV(Stigator: David C. Richardson 
Department: Biochemistry, Duke university 
Grant: NIH GI!-15DOO 

10 . Schiffer -- l!cg Bence-Jones 
Inv€stigator: l!arianne Schiffer 
Department: Biological & l!edical Research 

Argonne National Laboratory 
Grant: Argonne Internal Project 

11. Tsernoglou -- Sea-snake Neurotol\n 
Investigator: Demetrius Tsernoglou 
Department : Biochemistry, Wayne State University 

12. 

Grar.t: NI H RL- 15958 

Wright -- Glycine 
Investigator: 
Department: 
Grant: 

tRHA 
H. Tonie v right 
Chemistry, Princeton 
G!l-23598 
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Project Identifier 

Jensen - Stenkamp 
fames - Delbaere 
Davies - Llu 
Petsko - Tsernoglou 
Low- Sato 
Hermans 
Schiffer 
H . T. Wright 
Amma - Glrllng 
Hendrickson 
Richard son 
Kuntz 
Zucker 
Kim 

Totals 

TABLE: II: COMPUTER US.I\GE FOR SERVTCE PROJECTS 

Batch Minutes 
on S/370 
Model 165 

0 . 02 
2 .40 

14 . 56 
2 . 64 
0.82 
2. 57 

13.70 
15.35 
44. 19 

7.94 
0.53 
8.75 
1. 40 

--

114 .87 

Dedicated Hours 
on POP 11/4 5 & 
Connect Hours 
to S/360 Model 
75 Host CPU 

62 
19 
as 
11 
55 
42 
35 
41 

1 G3 
72 
91 
--
--

1 OS 

781 

Host CPU 
Minutes 
to Service 
In tera cti ve 
Commands 

186 . 
57 

255 
33 

165 
126 
105 
123 
489 
216 
273 
--
--

315 

2343 

H.ost Core 
in Megabyte 
-Hours 

23 . 2 
7.1 

31.8 
4.1 

20.6 
15 . 7 
13 . 1 
15 . 3 
61.0 
26 . 9 
34 . 0 

--
--

39 . 3 

292.1 

Host Disk 
Space in 
Track-Months 
of IBM 3330 
Tracks or 
Equivalent 

15 
15 
90 
15 

684 
60 
70 

140 
84 

15 
15 

1203 



Projoct Class 

System Development 

Service Projects 

Demonstrations 

Totals 

-" 

TI\RLE 111: COMPUTER US.I\GJ: SUMMARY 

Batch Minutes Dedicated Hours Host CPU 
on S/370 on PDP 11/45 & M i nutes 
Model 165 Connect Hours to Service 

to S/360 Model Interact! ve 
75 Host CPU Commands 

172.3 198 594 

114.9 781 2343 

161 483 

287.2 1140 3420 

Host Core Host Dtsk Space 
i n M egabyte ln Track-Months 
-Hours of IBM 3330 

Tracks or 
Equivalent 

7 4. 1 8261 

292 . I 1203 

60. 2 

426.4 9464 
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On !larch 17 and 18 we demonstrated GRIP to the attendees 
and speakers of the Symposium on Structure and Dynamics of 
llacromolecules sponsored by the ONC Department of Chemistry. 

During 1977 we also demonstrated the system to the 
following individuals: 

18 

Dr. Chris Bedell 
Prof. G. A. Blaauw 
or. Robert Clark 
llr. John Fairclough 
Prof. Herbert Preernan 
Dr. Karl Ganzhorn 
fir. Don Gav is 
Dr. Kris L. Gi~y 
Or. carl Hammer 
Dr . William Heller 
Prof. Richard Helwig 
Prof. Derek Hodgson 
Dr. li im Bol 
llr. David lluemer 
Prof. Thomas Insenhour 
Dr . carroll Johnson 
Prof. Daniel Jones 
Prof. llartin Karplus 
Dr. Brian Kernighan 
Prof. llicbael Klapper 
Cr. II art ha II iller 
Dr. craig lludge 
Dr. v. Adrian Parsegian 
fir. Gregory Riccardi 
Dr. llilton Rose 
llr. StevE Schwarz 
Prof. A. !'1. Starfield 

Prof. Thomas Wallsten 
Prof. !Iaurice v. Wilkes 
Dean Samuel Williamson 

Prof. Hiklaus llirth 
l!r. Prank Zucker 

Burroughs Wellcome, England 
T.R.S. Enscbede, Netherlands 
Argonne National Laboratory 
IBII Corp., Hursley, England 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst. 
IBII Corp., Stuttgart, Germany 
IBII Corp., Harrison, N.Y. 
! . I. Dupont de Nemours 
Sperry-Univac, Washington, D. C. 
IBII Corp., East fishkill, N.Y. 
UJIC-Chapel Hill, Psychology 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Che111istry 
o. of Groningen, Netherlands 
VISA, Washington, D. C. 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Chemistry 
Oak Ridge National Lab 
UNC-Charlotte, Chemistry 
Harvard, Chemistry 
Bell Telephone Labs 
Ohio State o., Bi ochemistry 
o. of Penn., Pharmacology 
Digital Eguipnent Corp. 
National Institutes of Health 
SONY, Buffalo, H. Y. 
ICASE, Langley Field 
IBII Corp., Kingston, N.Y. 
u. of Witwatersrand, 
South Africa 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Psychology 
Cambridge o., England 
UHC-Chapel Hill, College of 
Arts & Sciences 
ETH Zurich, Switzerland 
Yale, Cherristty 
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Our research assistants spent the full-time equivalent of 
about 40 man-months on all vork carried out under this 
grant . This time vas used for preparation of the users• 
data, shepherding them through interactive sessions, and 
system development. Koch of the systen development carried 
out vas done in response to the users' irr.mediate needs and 
in this sense vas done in collaboration vith them. 

A major organizational change during 1977 split off the 
service to clients from system development and placed this 
service function under llr. John Leonarz, associate chairman 
of the department. The tables belov list the personnel 
associated vitb the tvo GRIP teams at the end of 1977 and 
gives the developmental assignment of each person for the 
next generation system. Tvo other research assistants, Gary 
Kennedy and Rose Kotley vere members of the GRIP tea~ during 
the first four months of 1977. 

~~l.Q.I2J!!~nt_il.M) 

Dr. F. P. Brooks 
Dr. D. L. Parnas 
or. II. v. llr ig ht 

... E • Pique 
J. s. Lipsconb 

H. P. Snipes 

o. H. Voss 

c. E- Sierpi~:n 

1'- L. Drovn 

~«!\£~_!~ 

System structure 

Docu~enting GRIP-75 and proposing 
structural changes for GRIP-80 

Advanced technology -- display of 
solid models of ~olecules 

Perception effects of depth cues 

Storing and contouring structure 
factors rather than density maps 

Incorporation of Feldman database 

"ostly working on supporting GRIP-75 but responsible for 
some nev investigations. 

J. E. Leonar 7 

II. E. Siddall 

~~!-ln!~etiqatign 

Equlprrent 

Fitting strategies and tools 

19 
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'!' . v. llillians 

s. Ahuja 

PLCD optimizing compiler 

Attachment of eausch and Lomb stereo 
shutter and substitution of data 
tablet for some joysticks 

All service projects vere health-related, and ve charged 
none of our clients for their use of the system. All local 
user groups ~Duke and UNCI and Prof. Jensen, however, paid 
the ONC Computation Center directly for sone batch 
processing of their data and its storage in our host 
computer. These direct payments to the Computation Center 
are not included in the financial data in the next section 
of this report. 

Because wE use our departnent computer graphic system for 
projects unrElated to this grant and because the system is 
sometimes down for maintenance , repair and system 
development, it is not always available to our clients. lie 
have not determined the total number of hours available to 
our users. 

C. EQUIP!IEN'I 

The resource continues to operate as part of the ONC 
Department of Computer Science, and it uses the Department's 
Graphic Facility. This is a multi-purpose facility used for 
several other research projects and learning activities in 
the Department . Funds frott this grant were used to purchase 
a Bausch and Lomb Stereo Viewer and a Digital Equipment Type 
tD11DP Interface for our PDP11/45. lie needed this interface 
in order to attach a new data tablet and printerjplotter to 
our system. In addition, this grant supplemented funds from 
other sources in the purchase of a Hewlett-Packard Display 
station and a Summagraphics Data Tablet. The details of 
these purchases are given in Section III of this report. le 
also purchased a Versatek Printer/Plotter and a Vector 
General Three-azis Joystick for our graphics facility during 
1977 , but no funds from this grant were used for these. 

A block of 256 K bytes of core merrory vas added to the 
UNC s;J60 model 75 with NIH qrant funds. Its use is 
described above in the subsection "Service." 

20 
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D. PUBLIC AT IONS BASED ON WORK DONE ON GRlP-75 

1. K. 11. Beem, D. c. Richardson, and K. V. Rajagopalon, 
''~etal Site of cu, Zc Superoxide Dismutase," 
~iochemistn:, 1§, 9 (3 Kay 1977), pp. 1930-1936. 

2. c. w. carter, "X-ray Analysis of Bigh-poential 
Iron-sulfur Proteins and Ferredoxin, Chapter 6 in 
Iron-su1l~f_PrQ!~ips, ed. by w. Lovenberg (Academic 
Press, 1 977) • 

3. s. H. Kirr and J. L. Sussman, "Turn in a Conformational 
Pattern in RNA Loops and Bends," Mat~~, l~Q. 5552 
( 1976), F• 645. 

4. D. c. Richardson, "Three-dimensional Structure of CU, Zn 
Superoxide Dismutse," in ,§~,Eeroxide and ~roxide 
Jli.§ID.!!ll2~.i._.ft.Qf.:._JJlJl..Q_[2lliho,E, ed. by J. li. llcCord 
and A. 1!1. 11ichaelson (Academic Press) , in press. 

5. J. s. Richardson, D. c. Richardson, K. A. Tholl'as, 
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Grant No . RR-00898 
Section rn- A 

SUMMARY OF RESO URCE EXPENDITuRES 
Calendar Year 1977 

(Parts of budget years RR OOB98- 03 and RR00898- 04)" 

Per sonnel 
a . Salaries & Wages $ 44 , 307. 00 
b . rringe Benefits 1,341. 00 

Subtotal $ 45,648 . 00 

Consulta nt SE!rvices $ 290 . 00 

Equipment 
a. Ma in Resource - Purchased $ 30 , 147. 68 
b . Supporting Equipment 4,582 . 49 
c . Ma intenance 8 , 008 .93 

Subtotal $ 42, 739. 10 

Supplies $ 3 ,566. 26 

Travel s 1,323 . 09 

A I terat lons & Renovations s 550 . 36 

Publication Costs s 948 . 50 

Other 
a . Computer Services s 8 , 610 . 92 
b . Other 574.42 

Subtotal $ 9,185 . 34 

9 . Subtota I - nt rec t Costs $ 104, 250 . 65 

* The figures presented in this repor. reprPsent the expenditures 
from Grant RR-00898 supporting the UNC Molecula r Graphics Facility 
during ca lendar 1977 a nd aru drawn from the offic ial accounting 
reports o f the University of North Carolina at Chape l Hill. Since 
neither the - 03 nor - 04 budget periods colnctded with ca lendar 1977 , 
these figures will not be the same a s the official reports of expendi
tures for the fina I figures for those budget periods . 
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1. 

EXPENDITURE DETAILS 
Direct Costs Only 

Personnel 

l. Brooks, r . P., Pr!nclpal Investigator; 
Kenan Professor and Chairman 

2. Leonarz, J. E. , Associate Chainnan 
3. Parna s, D. L. , Professor 

4. Graduate Research Assistants 
Ahuja, S. 
Babich, W. 
Bellovln, S . 
Bittinger, D. 
Brown, L . 
George, J. 
Jin, G. 
Kennedy, G. 
Lipscomb, J. 
Motley, R. 
Pique, M . 
Siddall, w. 
Sierplen, C. 
Snipes, H . 
Voss, D . 
Williams, T. 

5. Clerical Support: Uhlig, J. 

Subtotal: Direct Salaries 

Fringe Benefits 

Total 

24 

Grant No. RR-00898 
Section Ill-B 

Effort Amount 

9% $ 4,300.00 

30% 6,735.00 
5% 1,456.00 

19% 2,000.00 
11% 930.00 
15% 1,240.00 
13% 996 . 00 
19% 2,000.00 

4% 310.00 
19% 1,517 .00 
19% 1,920.00 
19% 2,000.00 
19% 1,920.00 
10% 1 '11 1. 00 
46% 2,515.00 
19% 2,000.00 
19% 2,000.00 
42% 3 , 860 . 00 
46% 4,170.00 

5% 327.00 

$43,307.00 

1, 341.00 

$45,648.00 



EXPI:NDITURE DETAILS (continued) 

2. Consultant Services: 
a. Dr. J. Foley 
b . Dr. V. Wallace 

3 . Permanent Equipment: 
a . Main Resource - Purchased 

IBM 2365 (256K Memory} 
DEC DDll- DF Backplane 

Subtotal 
b. Supporting Equipment 

Part of Summagraphlcs Data Tablet 
Stereo Image Alternator 
Part of Hewlett-Packard Terminal 

Subtotal 
c . Equipment Maintenance 

Contract 
Other 

Subtotal 
Total Equipment 

4. Consumable Supplles 
a . Electronic 
b. General 

Total Consumable Supplies 

5. Travel 
a. Brooks: CA 
b . Brooks: DC 
c . Brooks: TX 
d. Brooks: NY 
e . Brooks: TX 
f . Parnas: NY 
g . Lconar z: NY 
h. Miscellaneous local 

6. Alterations and Renovations 

Grant No. RR 00898 
Section Ill -B 

$29,406 .00 
741. 68 

$30.147.68 

$ 422 . 60 
897 . 86 

3,262.03 
s 4,582.49 

s 5,836.80 
2,172 . 13 

$ 8,008 .93 

$ 1,798.41 
1,767.85 

$ 224.53 
166.73 
153 . 89 
106.59 
266 .2 0 
115.95 
211. 89 

77 . 31 

s 290.00 

$42,739.10 

$ 3,566 .26 

s 1,323.09 

s 550.36 
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EXPCNDITUR£ DETAILS (continued) 

7. Publication Costs 
a . Printing and copying 

8 . Computer Services 

9. Other 
a. Postage 
b . Telephone 

Total Other 

Gra nci Total - Direct Costs 

26 

Gr110t No . RR-00898 
Section ITI-B 

$ 263 . 50 
310 . 92 

s 948 . 50 

s 8,610.92 

s 574.42 

$104,250 . 65 
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A. DI!VELOPIHNT IIOR!t COIIPLETI!D DURING 1977 

The scope of the automatic checkpoint feature of GRIP vas 
extended to include the result of a ~olecular idealization 
operation and a temporary copy of each molecular structure 
deleted from a user's library. Dates vere added to the 
checkpoint files to eliminate an occasional ambiguity in 
decidinq whether a file is relevant to the current working 
session. 

The session-logging feature vas modified to write 
directly on disk without buffering, thus avoiding the loss 
of usage data as a result of a failure of the host computer 
or its operating system. 

Vhen any output filE beco~es full the user is nov 
notified so be can take corrective action. These incidents 
no longer cause system crashes. 

In the early stages of the interpretation of an electron 
density map, the chemist does not knov the positions of 
individual atoms but knows only an approximately position 
for each residue. We have developed a program for building 
an initial trial model of the molecule from this data and 
have used this program successfully. lie have also taken 
over maintenance and control of our ovn copy of 
Dr. Hermans's model-building program that allows the user to 
specify initial positions tor all atoms. 

Ve made substantial improvements to our prograrrs and 
procedures for bringing electron density data into the GRIP 
system. Also, namEs vere added to the header records in the 
electron density data sets and the contour maps. Primitve 
verbs were added to display these to the user on command . 

The interface to the rrolecular idealization program vas 
roodified to: 
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a) Display the gee a test georoetr ic deviations in the 
idealized part of the ~olecule. 

b) Permit the user to invoke a display of these deviations 
vithout any change of the structure. 

c) Kake considerations of interactions betveen all pairs of 
atoms in the structure vbile idealizing a specified 
substructure the default case. (Previously the default 
vas to consider no atorr pairs, vbich is meaningless.) 

d) Permit t be user to exarrine and modify independently the 
weights applied to the various classes of geometry 
parameters during an idealization operation. 

we modified the systero to allow the user to direct output 
data for the off-line generation of plots to any of several 
data sets. this removed froro our staff the burden of 
coordinating use of a single data set for output to the 
plotter. 

Adjunct 'er bs vere added to: 

a) Permit the user to identify atoms by number. (Some 
users know ato~s by nurober rather than by residue and 
name.) 

b) Turn on or off the display of several contour maps vitb 
a single command. (Saves considerable tirre in the 
current irrplewentation.) 

c) Clear the operand stack vith a single corrmand. 
(Particularly useful after an idealization operation or 
an aborted contouring operation which leaves diagnostic 
information in the stack.) 

By recoding the PDP 11 routine vhich sarrples the analog 
inputs ve were able to coax a little better response from 
the system to these inputs. We also enlarged the "dead 
zone" of the velocity input joystick for tumbling a piece of 
a molecule to elminate a drift problem and rescaled this 
input for finer control. 

A break key is nov implemented for aborting any 
contouring or idealization operation. This is most useful 
vhen the user mistakenly specifies a very lengthy 
idealization operation. 
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oeveloprnj9~_Control 

There are always many versions of the several modules of 
GRIP-75. 1 sontrolled ~andahd version of the GRIP system 
vas put together in February 1977, distributed to interested 
parties, such as Dr. Richard J. ~eldwan of NIH, and archived 
on tape. we are nov routinely maintaining version control. 

A standard set of PL/1 DECLARE statements for GRIP 
external variables vas prepared and stored on disk for 
inclusion in each compilation of a program module of the 
system. 

A standard set of LIRKAGE EDITOR control statements for 
the system vas prepared and stored. 

A convention for naming GBIP data sets vas adopted and is 
being impleMEnted as obsolete data sets are re-allocated. 

B. DEYELOPMERT WORK URDER VAY 

we have purchased a Summagraphics Data Tablet and have 
begun its integration into our computer graphics laboratory 
and the GRIP system. We plan to experiment vith this input 
device as a replacement for many or all of our current input 
devices. 

We have on order an RK06 disk dri•e for our PDP 11 
satellite corrputer. This vill be used for our clients• data 
and as a backing store for the next generation of GRIP, 
giving us more freedom in the distribution of function 
betveen the satellite and host pocessors. 

We have completed and are testing a program that displays 
the surface of a rrolecule as a mesh of triangles. This 
program also marks the locations of electronic charges and 
dipoles on this surface. It will be used by our clients to 
study rrolecular interactions and packing. 

we are designing a program for calculating electron 
density distributions frorr x-ray diffraction data. This is 
the first step toward integrating into GBIP the processing 
of x-ray data. 

Biochemists often publish pictuces of molecules as stereo 
pales which appear three-dimensional vhen vieved through a 
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simple optical dev ice. GRIP facilitates the creation of 
such stereo pairs by means of either a camera or a plotter . 
We are currently adding a feature to the syste~ which 
enables the user to place labels on these stereo pairs vhich 
appear to be located at a specified position in three 
dimensions. 

ie have acquired copies of the current collections of 
published biological molecular conformations and x-ray 
diffraction data maintained by Dr. Richard Feldman at NIH 
and Dr. Thomas Koetzle at Brookhaven National Laboratory. 
Conversion of the NIH data to the GRIP forrrat is underway. 

GRIP has a facility vhich enables the user (or a ~ember 
of our staff who is helping the user) to define a sequence 
of commands as a new verb. ~t present this requires 
preparation of text vbich specifies the sequence of commands 
in a high-level progra~ming language and submission of a 
batch job for translating this text and installing the new 
verb in GRIP. A student project is underway to provide for 
the entry, translation, and installation of new terbs from 
the graphics terminal vhile a GRIP session is in progress. 

Another student project under vay is to add an 
alternative rreans for displaying and studying a molecular 
conformation, a Rarrachandran Plot. 

C. DFVELOPftENT WORK PLANNED 

our clients bate adopted a number of different strategies 
for fitting a molecular model to an electron density map. 
They also have suggested other strategies vhich could not be 
implemented with our current system. We plan to construct a 
taxonomy of these strategies to guide the design of our next 
generation system, GRIP-80. ie also plan to carry out 
controlled experiments to cOmf&re these strategies 
guantitatively. 

One of the greatest consumers of computer resources in 
our present system is the displa y of electron density data. 
The computation of contour maps is lengthy, the disk storage 
required for these limits the sise of the maps that can be 
held at any rroment, and drawing these maps taxes the 
performance of ou~ display unit. We plan to explore other 
algorithms for calculating contour maps, other data 
structures for storing them and alternative display 
techniques vbich reguire fewe~ lines. 
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Probably the greatest advantage of computer grafhics over 
mechanical models for ~olecular studies lies in the ease 
vith vhicb the user can move back and forth between roanual 
manipulation and algorithmic optimization. This has been 
most evident in the vork of Dr. Sung-Hou Kim, our client and 
collaborator from Duke. There is still auch to be done, 
hovever, to take full advantage of this potential. Although 
ve nov frequently move data betveen GRIP and batch 
optimization programs, this data must be transmitted, 
reformatted, optiaized, refor~atted again, and finally 
transmitted cack to the GRIP system. All of this requires 
the submission of se~eral batch jobs. We plan to couple 
GRIP more closely to these optimization frograms so that an 
optimization job can be set up and submitted from the 
graphics terrrinal. Going farther, ve plan to bring the 
optimization algorithms inside GRIP, so that vhen an 
optimization calculation is not too long the user can have 
it done and view the results im~ediately. At present, the 
only interactive optimization function in GRIP idealizes 
molecular geometry. ve plan to add facilities to rrinimize 
the internal potential energy of a molecule doe to 
electrostatic forces and to reduce the discrepancy betveen 
computer simulated diffraction by a trial molecular 
structure and the original crystallographic data. 

0. COLLABORATIVE PROJ£CTS 

We consider all systett development vbich stems from the 
use of our pilot systerr by chemists as collaborative vork . 
Almost all system development during the past year vas of 
this class. What ve learned from our interaction vith each 
of our clients is described in the folloving section on 
service projEcts. 

E. S!RVICE PROJECTS 

1. Aroma -- Deer Hemoglobin 

Professors Elrrer L. Aroma and Rovland Girling used GRIP 
on three occasions during 1977 to correct and impro~e a 
model of sickling deer hemoglobin and to fit this ~odel 
to a nev electron density map. This is a very large 
~olecule, 5120 ato~s including the he~e group, and parts 
of adjacent ~olecules were included in the model so that 
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intermolecular interactions could be studied. The 
resulting model of 8368 atoms vas divided into ten 
o•erlapping substructures of about 2000 atoms each so 
they could be handled by our system. Through the 
combined use of GRIP and a simpler computer graphics 
system ir. their ovo laboratory, Professors Amma and 
Girling vere able to solve and study this ~olecular 
structurE without constructing a mechanical ~odel or a 
"Richards Box. " 

2. Davies Acid protease 

During June 1977, !Irs. !'Iamie Liu, wbo vorks under 
or. David R. Davies at the NIH, fit a ~odel of the acid 
protese from ~hizopus chinensis to an electron density 
map vith 2.5 X resolution. Approximate coordinates for 
the alpha carbon atoms of this structure vere obtained 
from a mini- map and a co~plete model vas built using 
R. Diamond•s program. l!rs. Lio then fit this rough 
model of 324 residues to the map in l) days using the 
GRIP system. Adjustments of oYer 1 i vere needed for 
most residues. 

3. Hendrickson -- l!yoherrerythrin 

In September 1977 and again in October, Dr. Wayne 
Rendrickson used GRIP to fit a model to his naps for 
rnyohemerythrin. This oxygen-carrying muscle protein 
contains 118 residues. Dr. Hendrickson has not built a 
mechanical model of this molecule, but before coming to 
our laboratory he had obtained a co~plete set of 
coordinates from his electron density maps. using GRIP 
be made a number of major changes to his trial model. 

4. Hermans -- Neurotoxin;Bubredoxin 

During 1977 Professor Jan Hermans used GBIP to study 
seYeral conformations for Neurotoxin and Bubredoxin 
vhich he had obtained using his BEfl!IE2 program to 
minimi~e their internal potential energy. Be also 
compared these models vith electron density ~aps 
supplied by Professors G. Petsko and 0. Tsernoglou 
(Neurotoxin) and ~rofessor L. Jensen (Bubredoxin). 
While making these co~farisons Dr. Heruans found an 
error in the sequences for Neurotoxin vbich vas 
corrected subsequently by Professor Petsko. 

5. James -- Alpha-lytic Protease 
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In "arch 1977, or. Louis Delbaere and ~r- Gary Brayer 
working under Professor "ichael James used GRIP-75 to 
fit the first q6 residues of alpha-lytic protease to 
their 2.8 K map starting vith a set of alpha-carbon 
coordinates taken frorr a ~inimap. They vere not able to 
complete the interpretation of their map in the time 
available, and the partial fit obtained vas not 
acceptable in quality. The starting configuration 
produced by our rrodel builder vas not good enough to 
justify continuing. We have improved our model builder 
since thEir eq:eriment (see Lov -- Erabutoxin b). 

6. Jensen -- Ketheroerythrin 

In January 1977, Drs. Ronald Stenkamp (Molecular 
Biophysics, Yale) and John McQueen vith the support of 
Lyle B. Jensen used GRIP-75 to fit a 113-residue subunit 
of metbenerythrin to Dr. stenxamp•s 2. si map of this 
molecule. Approximately 70 percent of this structure is 
in four alpha helices. After unsuccessfully trying the 
method vhich had vorked. for Professor Tsernoglou (see 
discussion belov), this nolecule vas fit by first 
forming the four alpha helices vith ideal geometry using 
an interactive command defined in out high-level 
geometric language. These vere then manipulated into 
place U$ing tbe manual fitting controls. once this vas 
done the "random" parts of the structure vere 
successfully fit using the technique that had failed 
earlier. 

7. Kim -- Phenylalanine tRNA 

Drs. Joel Sussnan, Stephen Holbrook, and Wade Warrant, 
and l'!r. George Church working under the direction of 
Professor sung-Hou Kire continued the crystallographic 
refinement of the 3-di~~nsional structure of Yeast 
Phenylalanine Transfer RNA. A combination of molecular 
graphics and a nev refinerr~nt algorithm, the 
constrained-restrained least squares method, vas used. 

Professor Kim's group also investigated three RNA-ligand 
interactions associated vith this molecule: 

1) Metal binding sites in Yeast Pheylalanine Transfer 
RNA. 
Drs. Sussman, Holbrook, and Warrant discovered vhy 
magnesium ions are essential to the activity of this 
tP.NA molecule. By displaying a F -P difference map 
on our molecular graphics system, they vere able to 
identify the number and the coordination geometry of 
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the essential magnesiurr ions and study their 
specific stereo-chemical environ"ents. 

2) Protamine -- double helix interaction. 
Dr. Marrant investigated hov Protamine becomes 
alpha-helical upon interaction vith the tRHA and hov 
it stabilizes the packaging of tvo adjacent double 
helical segments of tRNA's. 

3) Aromatic mutagen -- tBNA interaction. 
Dr. Marrant identified tentative binding sites for 
several aromatic mutagens on the tBNA rrolecule. 

a. Lov -- Erabutoxin b 

In April 1977, Dr. Atsushi Sato {Cberristry, Tohoku 
University) and nrs. Jane Richardson (Anatomy, Duke 
Univer~ity) working under Dr. Barbara w. Lov interpreted 
a 2.5 X rrap of the sea snake neurotoxin erabutoxin b. 
This is alrrost certainly the same molecule that 
Drs. Tsernoglou and ~cQueen fit using our system in July 
and August 1976. ReD'arkably different mtheodologies 
vere used by these tvo groups, however. or. Lov•s group 
started vith a molecular model built from the residue 
sequence and approxima~e coordinates for the 
alpha-carbon atoms taken frorr a mini-map. Our model 
builder, irrproved since our experience vith Professor 
James's group, built a sequence of residues vith ideal 
internal geo"etry and then positioned them in the model 
space using the given alpha-carbon coordinates. Instead 
of ~ea•ing these residaes in the orientation in which 
they vere generated, as our earlier program did, our 
present rrodel builder makes use of the alpha-carbon 
coordinates for the adjacent residues to approxirrate the 
correct orientation for each residue. Starting vith the 
resulting conformation Dr. Sato and "rs. Richardson vere 
able to rranually fit the model to their electron density 
map. The resulting conformation will be used as the 
starting point for further refinement to this structure . 

9. Richardson -- superoxide Dismutase 
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Dr. David and Jane Richardson obtained a nev map vith 2 
A resolution for their superoxide dismutase molecule and 
placed it in the GRIP system in June 1976. Pitting vas 
continued fro~ the conformation obtained vitb their 
previous map. An interpretation of one of the subunits 
of this rrolecule vas finished, and the metal sites of 
all four subunits vere compared. ftrs. Richardson al~o 
used GRIP to make illustrations tor one chapter of 
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~t1~ipl~~~ioche~~£X by White, Handler, Smith, 
Lehroan, and Hill. 

10. Schiffer -- neg Bence-Janes 

or. "arianne Schiffer spent a veek in July of 1977 using 
GRIP to stu4y and adjust her model of the Bence-Janes 
dimer. 'Ibis ttodel of 432 residues vas quite adv.anced, 
having bEen corrpletely fit to its map and refined. 
Dr. Schiffer's map of 2. 3 ~resolution vas calculated 
vith phase angles derived from this model. Osing GRIP 
Dr. Schiffer checked the entire structure and adjusted 
some of the side chains and the main chain at a tev 
points • .. These adjustments reduced the 11-factor from JJ~ 
to 32~. Dr. Schif fer is the only GBIP user vho bas 
elected to display contour maps on two sets of 
orthogonal planes. All other users have chosen either 
one set of planes or complete "cage" contours using 
three sets of orthogonal planes. 

11. Tsernoglou Sea Snake Neurotoxin 

In July and August 1976, frofessor o. Tsernoglou and 
or. J. ncQueen fit a 2.2 X map of a sea snake neurotoxin 
using GRIP-75. Their starting point vas a set of 
approximate coordinates for the alpha-carbon ato~s. The 
model builder of the Hermans;"cQueen refinement program 
was used to create an initial conformation vith 
approximately ideal molecular geometry. The principal 
method of fitting vas to specify target positions in the 
density rrap for selected atoms and then to use the GBIP 
on-line routine for idealizing molecular geometry to 
move and tvist individual residues until these target 
locations vere achieved- The conforrration thus obtained 
vas sufficiently accurate to initiate a crystallographic 
refinement of the structure. 

In llovemter 1976, Or . G. Petsko (Biochemistry, Wayne 
State University) used our system and an iroproved map to 
check thE progress of the refinement and confirm the 
original fitting. 

In June 1977, Dr. Petsko used GRIP again to study a 
refined structure for r.euroto~in and to obtain pictures 
for publication. 

12. Wright -- Glycine tBNA 

In August 1977, Professor H. T. Vright brought his 
electron density map foe Glycine tRNA to the GRIP 
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system. This vas a relatively lov resolution maf, and 
Professor Wright did not have a trial struc~ure for the 
~olecule. Instead he used GRIP to deteriDine vhether the 
structure of Glycine tRHA is similar to that of 
Phenylalanine tRNA by trying to rranipulate Professor 
Kirr.•s model for the latter molecule into his map. Be 
concluded that the structures are not si~ilat. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEAI..TH EDUCATION A:-.0 W EI..FARF. 

F'U~t..IC HEA.L T H b-U~V I( I 

NA'lfONAl. INS1 11U'n:.sor-IW\l -l ... i 

July lJ, 1977 

Dr. John Leonarz 
Dr. Fred Brooks 
Dr. William Wright 
Compuler Science Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514 

Gentlemen : 

I wish to say how much we appreclate your hospitality, assistance 
and encouragement for Mrs. Mamie Liu, during her recent successful 
attempt to build a model for the acid protease fr-om Rhizopus chincnsis. 
the molecule has a molecular weight of about 35,000 and we reckon that 
her two-week use of the CRIP-75 Molecular Graphics System saved us 
approximately half a year compared co mechanical model building and 
measurt'ment. 

As a result of !Iamie's success, wear<' now completely sold on the 
graphics approach to model building. The advantages of a good model 
building program are many, and include speed, accurAcy and, not least 
a tremendous saving in space, We hope t o incorporate many of the 
features of the GRIP system into a molecular graphics system now being 
developed at the NIH by Richard Feldmann. 

rinally, we congratulate you on developing such a good system and 
encourage you to continue to make lt avalla~le to the scientific commu
nity as much as possible. 

Sincerely yours, 

David R. Davies, Chief 
Section on ~lolecular Structure 
Laboratory of Molecular Biology 
Nat ional l nsti tute of Arthritis, 
Metaboli~m and Digestive Diseases 
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DEPARTMENT OF' HEAI..TH, EDUCATION AND WEI..F'ARE 

PUBL.IC HEALTH SI!AVIC£ 

NAT IONAL tNSY I Tt.JTES Ott HCfi.L 1'H 
l)f!THt:SOA, MAPVLANO 20014 

Dr. John Leonarz 
Dr. Fred Brooks 
pr . William Wright 

~Computer Science Department 
University of North Carolina 

July 7, 1977 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514 

Gentlemen: 

~~©~DW[ij 
JUL ~4 197, 

~-·•.r-.- _~ .. ~ 

! would like to express my appreciation and gratitude toward the 
Computer Science Department of UNC. By using their CRIP-75 Holecular 
Graphics System, I was able to build a protein model of 324 amino acid 
residues in 13 days, which would otherwise take at least 5 months by 
conventional method . A description of the project and suggestions to 
the system from a user's point of view are given below. 

This is an on-going project at the Arthritis Institute of NIH, under 
the supervision of Dr. David R. Davies. A 3-dimensionak structure of an 
acid protease from Rhizopus chinensis was solved to 2.SX resolu tion by 
multiple isomorphous replacement method. The electron density map was 
further improved by Wayne Hendrickson at NRL, using density modification 
method which takes the solvent into account. The protein is a single 
polypeptide chain of 324 residues, and sequence information is available 
for only 45 residues. 324 Co. positions were measured off a minimap at 
the scale of 3.7Smm/g. A tentative sequence was made up from the combined 
information of the same minimap, the amino acid composition, and sequence 
homology between other acid proteases. A starting model was generated 
from this sequence together with the above Co. coordinates by R. Diamond's 
model building program. The model building at UNC therefore started with 
this rough model. Examination showed that the model was pretty far off 
density, but by using the commands of GRIP-75, one could manipulate each 
residue and fit them into density. Adjustments of over 1R in translation 
and rotations of the peptide planes were necessary for most residues . 

I was able to fit all 324 residues in 10 days. Instead of using the 
on-line refinement program co idealize the geometry of every shor t stretch 
of the polypeptide chains fitted, Jan Hermans' refinement program was used 
to idealize the molecular geometry of the whole molecule in one off-line 
batch job. The fitting wae less interactive thia way, but the time saving 
was substantial. After the refinement, about 60% of the molecule was 
recontoured on the graphics; this involved mostly minor adjustments. At 
this moment, no data are available for judging the goodness of fit. Because 
of the viewing ability on the graphics, the model should have a R- faccor at 
least comparabl e to those built conventionally. Generally speaking, I was 
very pleased with the system. 



Some suggestions for a future systam are &iven below. 

l) The fitting algorithm: The present fitting algorithms are either 
twisting about a bond only, or breaking the peptide bonds (Ci-Ni+l), 
together with all the other possible manipulations. Alternatives should 
be provided to break either t he Ni-Cai or Coi-Ci bonds. In this case, a 
command should also be provided to distinguish between a L- and D- amino 
acid . It would also be helpful if the bond can be twisted in either 
direction, instead of the positive direction only . 

2) The prese1\t on-line refinement takes a lot of effort to assign all the 
parameters. A single one line command should be provided with all the 
parameters pre-defined as default. This will fac ilitate the interactive 
model building. The present set up would be useful for later stages of 
tho refinement when different values arc needed . 

3) Zooming ability would be a very nice feature to have . 

4) Joy stick controlled translation of view area. This will have the 
effect of a bigger viewing area without losing the resolution by scaling 
the picture down. 

5) A better stero viewer, or preferably, a full screen stereo, would be 
of tremendous help. 

6) The present system works with a whole set of starling coordinates . If 
the graphics system can be used earlier. much of the human effort of mea
suring Co coordinates off the minimap could be eliminated. One possible 
way of doing this would be an on-line assignmt>nt of the positions of any 
subset of atoms of a residue, e .g. c~. C8 and 0 . 

The whole set of idealized coordinates could then be generated by 
any model building program. Several residues could be built at the same 
time; the polypeptide chain would grow longer as the building goes on . 
A simple way of changing the side chains could also be provided at the 
same time. This method would have the merit of convenLional model build
ing together with all the extra powers of computer graphics. 

Sincerely yours, 

f;j -! (! A t•~ 
Mamie Liu 
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ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY 

September 6, 1977 

Or. William V. \\"right 
Department of Computer Science 
New West Hall 
The University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dear Or. Wright: 

Thank you for your hospitality while visiting Chapel Hill. My stay at the 
University was not only profitable but also enjoyAble. I accomplished quite a 
lot during my stay. I checked all 432 amino acids of the Bence-Jones protein 
dimer and adjusted the individual residues where it was needed by twisting side
chain bonds. I also made some corrections in the position of the main chain, 
but could not complete it for the lack of time. The adjustment of the side-chains 
decreased the R factor from 33 to 32%. 

My plan now is to continue the refinement till stagnation incorporating the 
changes I made, and then hope to come back to use the GRIP system again. My 
original estimate of completing the next refinement step by September was a little 
optimistic, some time in November would be more realistic. I wonder how I could 
fit into your schedule. 

I found the GRIP system easy to use especially with the expert help of Bill 
Siddall and Kurt Voss. I have a couple of comments about the system which I will 
send to you later. 

~IS: gz 

Please give my regards to Or. Brooks and Dr. Leonarz. With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

fi<, ,,< ,,,,, '>ell, lf_~t' 

Marianne Schiffer 
Division of Biological 
and Medical Research 

9700 Soulh Cass Avenue, Argonne, Illinois 60439 ·Telephone 312·739-7711 ·TWX 910·258·3285 • WUX LB. Argonne, Illinois 
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ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY 

September 27, 1977 

Or. William V. Wright 
Department of Computer Science 
New West Hal 1 
The University of North Carolina 
at Chape 1 Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dear Dr. Wright: 

llere are some comments and suggestions for the GRIP system: 

My purpose of using the GRIP system was to chec'k out and adjust the partially 
refined structure of the ~leg Bence-Jones dimer. This molecule consists of 432 amino 
acids; the resolution of the data is 2.3 X. The atomic positions have been previously 
refined by the method of constrained crystallographic refinement. This consists of 
alternate cycles of real-space refinement and calculating new electron densities based 
on the phases of t he refined coordinates. 

The GRIP 75 system is very easy and convenient to use with each feature carefully 
thought out. I found the lorgnette stereo mode especially useful and less tiring to 
work with. Because the use of stereo, to limit the number of vectors displayed, contours 
were drawn parallel to only two axis. This gave a very good representation of the elec
tron density map. 

I spent most of my t imc at Chapel Hill checking the fit of my model to the 2Fo-Fc 
electron density map with calculated phases, and adjusting the side chains to improve 
the fit. For t his process, the contouring was the rate-limiting step. Only one contour 
level was used for the whole study. Therefore. for partially refined structures one 
contour level is adequate, which might simplify the storage o£ a contour map. A provi
sion for easily going back and forth between a regular and a difference electron density 
map would be a very useful feature. For a difference map one level of positive and one 
level of negative contour will again be sufficient. 

I spent only limited time adjusting the main chain and therefore did not learn and 
usc fully all the capabilities of the system. All my previous experience was with physi
cal models; I guess I was trying to do the same manipulations with interactive graphics, 
without learning its way of doing it. I hope my suggestions can still be of some use. 

In a number of cases, I wanted to turn a peptide bond. Having used models before, 
the distortion in the peptide bond introduced by my manipulations was disturbing. I 
was wondering if a rigid peptide group would be feasible. Also to aid in the visualiza
tion could the bonds be broken in the middle leaving the half bonds on the atoms. Since 
on can align the parts of the broken bond, t~is feature helps in the estimating of both 

9700 South Cess Avenue. Argonne. Illinois 60439 • Telephone 312·739-7711 · TWX 910-258-3285 • wux LB. Argonne, Illinois 
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the bond angle and the distance between atoms \n the Kendrew type models. I think it 
would help in the display as well. Another LJseful feature would be a provision to anchor 
a side chain group in such a way that it sti!l can not be. In many cases, a density for 
a side chain is visible but its connection to the main chain is not clear. This way the 
side chain can be put into the density, ther. the direction of the connecting bond would 
be easily determined. The rigid peptide bond, together with the above side chain posi
tioning, will allow independent placing of these parts and their subsequent connecting. 

MS:gz 

Sincerely yours, 

1 (_{)\ .\(li\Oh ~ L /\, ~lt 

Marianne Schiffer 
Division of Biological 
and Hedical Research 



A 
llti'C IUIUSUM 

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY 

Dr. Wil l lam V. Wright 
Department of Computer Science 
New West Hall 
The University of North Carolina 
at Chapel liill 

Chapel liill, NC 27514 

Dear Dr. Wright: 

October 14, 1977 

Thank you for your letter; I am glad that my suggestions are of some use. 
Since our conversation, I went through my notes and did some looking at physical 
models . Your second option, varying the N-CA ~~d CA-C' bonds, t reating theCA 
atom as part of the sidechain, is my choice. 

When building physical models, the sequence of events are as follows. One 
places the sidechain in its density followed by an attempt to connect it up to 
the main chain. (For large sidechains, the main feature on the map is the electron 
density for the sidechain.) This process ~~uld require: the possibility of trans
lating and rotating of the whole sidechain, fixing i t , followed by rotation of the 
chain so that the CA fits in its proper place. The alternative is to place the CA 
and then try to reach the e l ectron density for the r est of the sidechain by rota
tion about each bond i n turn. I understand from our conversation t hat the GRIP 
system is set up to do the latter. Iterations are required by both methods to 
get the best fit. 

Thank you for the opportunity to use the GRIP system again. I will let you 
know when my plans are more definite . 

MS:gz 

Sincerely yours , 

~larianne Schiffer 
Division of Biological 
and r4edica 1 Research 

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, Illinois 60439 · Telephone 31 2-739·771 1 ·TWX 910-256·3265 · WVX LB. Argonne, Illinois 



UN IVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

OEPl~R lt.\f.f\: "! .. d ll 'v'l~l RY 
f8H3! 777 :~JI~J 

Dr. F. P. Brook s, Jr. 
Deoartment of Computer Science 
University of North Ca ro 1 ina 
Chaoel Hi l l, NC 27514 

Dear 5i r: 

COL•J M6 1A.. S C t:9ZO$ 

August 3, 1977 ' . 

1 wish to thank your depar tmental organization and the individuals who con
tri buted to my profitable sti nt on the Grip system. Virtually all the day- to-day 
procedures and problems were handled successfully by Bil l Siddel or Dirk Voss. 

Hy objectivesin using the Grip were to f i t a Deer III Sickling Hemogl obin 
molecule to electron density maps obtained by a molecular replacement structure 
so lution . The interest in sickling hemoglobin structur e vis 'avis sickle cells 
disease is readily apoarent and I encl ose our initial report of the structure 
soluti on. There were at least two contact areas which showed intratomic distances 
i ncons istent with molecular geometry. Side chain and backbone posit i oni ng was 
to be reviewed for consistency with the electron density map. 

Our inq the s ix days I examined the s tructure by means of Grip, over 110 
side chain conformations were altered and one section of 7 residues on the 
amino end of the B2 chain was completely rebuilt with the result that two 
intramolecular contacts were dramatica l ly i mproved (.6X ~ 2.3A; 0.7A 4 3.5A). 
A more detailed set of results Hill be nub l ished and I will send a preprint 
of the manuscriot. 

1 fou nd the qrio systcrr. 1) easy to usc for simple fitting operations, 2) to 
have a good qua l ity picture; in genera l flicker free and of suffici ent resolution, 
and 3) to contain a t:onveni en t idealization refinement package which really works. 

The worst feature of the system ·.-~as the lack of definitive stereo. Although 
the caoab il ity appears to be present, the hardware was not functioning. 

There are several features which cou l d be helpful to me and might be appre
c i ated uy other users. 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

( 4) 
(5) 

(6) 

The abil i ty to di spl ay syrrunetry reldted mo l ecular (or narts 
of them) to define intermo l ecular contacts . 
The ability to di spl ay "non-ideal" bonded and non-bonded 
distances and angles gi ven a threshol d value (perhaps on a 
separate screen) . 
The abi l ity to create or refine with a preference for hel i ces 
beta sheet, etc. 
The lock of a definitive manual specifying the operation of Grip. 
An option on the idealization " ref ine" which given a residue 41 
rP.fines that residue and its N neares t neighbors. ' 
An op t ion to reject o "refinement" idealization. 
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I appreciated the opportunity to use a "state of the art" molecular 
fitting system and plar. to use it again to check the results of refinement 
procedures based on the ener9y minimization of Hermann and McQueen and the 
least squares of Konnert and Hendrickson. 

Sincerely, 

Rov1land Girl ing 

RG/pk 
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROL I NA 

COl.U,..EIIA, S C. Z&t08 

DEPARTMENT OF C"EMISTRV 
18031 177 5263 

John Leonarz 
Dept. of Computer Science 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27614 

Dear Sir: 

January 4, 1973 

We wish to extend our utmost thanks and appreciation for the 
scheduling and "real time" assistance during the fitting of Deer Ill 
sickled hemoglobin to a much improved set of maps. Extensive progress 
was made in revising the molecular conformation in two separate sessions 
of five and two days duration in December 1977. Close examination of 
the heme groups reveals little electron density (and therefore a low 
probability of atoms being present) between the distal histidine and 
the iron of these groups. There is also an unexpected displacement 
of the distal histidine away from the iron environment. Many amino
acid side chains were repositioned and the interpretation of others 
questioned. The protein chain termani were carefully checked and 
three were extensively rebuil t. 

The main purpose of the fitting was to improve and change, if 
necessary, the position of the protein in the intermolecular contacts. 
Ma ny pictures were taken (thanks to M. Pi que) of these cri t i ca 1 areas 
and the repositioning was carried out to our satisfaction using the 
"standard" procedures in the GRIP molecular graphics package. 

With respect to the GRIP system, there are very few improvements 
which we could mention and most of these have to do with user conveni
ence rather than the function not being available. The improvements 
we suggest are : 

(1) Improvement of the stereo capability either by two 
screens or the ability to plot more vectors. 

(2) The ability to build in constraints (such as a helix, 
6 sheet) to the starting co-ordinates of selected 
portions of the molecule. 

(3) Display, perhaps on a separate unit, the geometrically 
"unacceptable" parameters such as interatomic distances. 

(4) The ability to reject refinements (i.e., refine) in the 
same way as in the "cancel" command of "fitres." 

(5) The ability to display negative contours. 
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(6) Documentation of all the available functions. 

(7) The ability to 9enerate Syntnetry related molecules. 
(8) An alternative camera so that the set up and focal 

length of the camera do not obscure the picture 
for editing and slides may be made directly. 

The best features of the GRIP systems are: 

(1) High resolution graphics with the ability to display 
large portions of macromolecules superimposed on 
electron density maps. This ciisplay can be viewed from any 
angle. 

(2) Real time interactive fitting made convenient 
by extensive software. 

(3) The absence of major "bugs" in the hardware-software 
package. 

(4) Presence of competent, helpful people to assistthe 
user. 

We especially wish to thank J. Lipscomb and M. Pique for their 
help in solving our problems especially with the electron density maps, 
Dr. W. V. Wright for his assistance even during the holiday season, 
D. Vass and w. Siddell for transforming the molecule to the GRIP 
system and J. Leonarz for his logistical and administrative skill on 
a day-to-day basis. 

iXt 
R~l and Girl i ng 

.. 

RG/pk 
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January 4, 1978 

To l.'hom It May C:oncc•rn: 

Rl: The {;KIP HolN·ular Gr;q>hies System at tlw University of North Carolina, 
Chape 1 Hi II 

Dc.1r ~ir: 

This lS to lllustratP ~n cxampl~ where the GRIP system played a 
cnricaJ and essential role in our studies on nucleic acid structure 
and the inrcraction hctween pr o t ein and nucl~lc acids. 

•,Je in the ()('p.1rt ment nr Biochemistry, Duk~ t;oiv~rsity Medical Cen
t..-r, have been using tht! GR[P syst~m consistently and very heavily for 
rhc last several years, primarily to \nterpr~t rhe electron density 
mapB of yeast phenyl.1lani nl' transfer RNA at successive stages of refine
ment. Without this system, our reti.nernenc of the structure would have 
taken at leasL om· or two yt!ars lonl)t>r. The system proved to be ex
tr~melv u"eful .<lso in finding th<' liganJs which bind to tRNA. We 
h.1vo- suc•·cssfully l ocated sltc•-spccifically hound m.1gnesium ions, 
Spl'rmint! molecul<!s and bound ~;atcr mo l ecules with thl' help of the GRIP 
system. 

More n·cenl I y, '"' have IH,.·n working on a model system of protein
nucleic J<:id interaction, namely, th(' crystal structure of protamine
transfer ~~A complex. In this structure, th~ protaaine molecule binds 
in a spac~ between t~~A mnlecult!s, nnd it would have been almost phy
Sically impossible and impr.1ccical to build a mechanical model (Richerd 1 s 
80:<) co JccomodaL<! several t.RNA moh!!'U] t>s. ln this particular study, 
the GRIP system proved to b" <>xtrPm('ly v'llunble in determining the 
structure, nor only becaus(' ic allowed us to interpret the electron 
density map "'ithour building,, mcch<lni<:<ll molecular model, but also 
b,•causL !l u l Jow<!d u~ tl' ~l<11mlnc ""vern l ••lcccron density miiJ>S (Fobs 
map , r00,_ - F calc map , and .!f' obs - Fr n1ap) made with d ifferenl criteria 
~at tiw s~tnh· tim<", thus ··I iminating the chanc..:t.~ of misinterpret log elec
cr,.,, J<.>n•>lty ilrt lfilcts. The· rrotnmine-tRNA complex srructur~ is one of 
s.,v..,ral ~t ruc t urt• srud ies w,• art! enr,aged in 1 wh i ch involves inter action 
of vari<'uS moleC"ul~s wlt:h transfer RNA . 1'u mAke physical models and 
•'leccron density mnps for nil of these tRNA-iigand complexes would be 
lmprantcal and impossible du<' to th(' huge physical space one needs. 
Without tt motec:ular g raphics system like· the GRlP qystem , one would 
h<>slc.•t•• en l aunC' h t h l s rvp•• n f project i n any ex t ensive mann.,r . 
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1 cannot overemphasize che useful. <tnd sometimes crucial ro l e played 
by the GRIP molt,c-ular graphics system !or our structural studies of bio
l ogical macromolecule~. In addition to its usefulness ln crystallographic 
studies, this system ts an extremely powerful tool for th~ model building 
studies to understand the function of various biological macromolecules. 
For example, we hove been investigating the way two tRNA molecules can 
line up next to ~ach other on messenger ~~A, using the CRIP molecular 
graphics system. Such model building, which requires a very detailed 
examination of int.,ratomic contacts, would be impossible with physical 
mode ls, sut.h a~ Kcndrcw models or space-filling models. This type of 
rigorous model building study can only be done with a molecular graph-
ics sys tem such JS th~ GRT.P system. 1 strongly believe that the GRIP 
molecular g~aphtcs system significantly contributed in facilitating 
our 'tructural studies of nucleic acid as well as protein-nucleic aci.d 
interaction, and I believe it will continue to do so .. 

SHK: "!I 

Yours «incerely, 

Sung-Hou Kim 
Al•sociate Professor 

of Biochemistry 


